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ABSTRACT 
 
Cochlear implants are prosthetic devices used to provide hearing to people who would otherwise be profoundly deaf.  
The deliberate addition of noise to the electrode signals could increase the amount of information transmitted, but 
standard cochlear implants do not replicate the noise characteristic of normal hearing because if noise is added in an 
uncontrolled manner with a limited number of electrodes then it will almost certainly lead to worse performance. Only if 
partially independent stochastic activity can be achieved in each nerve fibre can mechanisms like suprathreshold 
stochastic resonance be effective.   
 
We are investigating the use of stochastic beamforming to achieve greater independence.  The strategy involves 
presenting each electrode with a linear combination of independent Gaussian noise sources.  Because the cochlea is filled 
with conductive salt solutions, the noise currents from the electrodes interact and the effective stimulus for each nerve 
fibre will therefore be a different weighted sum of the noise sources.  To some extent therefore, the effective stimulus for 
a nerve fibre will be independent of the effective stimulus of neighbouring fibres. 
 
For a particular patient, the electrode position and the amount of current spread are fixed.  The objective is therefore to 
find the linear combination of noise sources that leads to the greatest independence between nerve discharges. In this 
theoretical study we show that it is possible to get one independent point of excitation (one null) for each electrode and 
that stochastic beamforming can greatly decrease the correlation between the noise exciting different regions of the 
cochlea.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cochlear implants are a medical intervention routinely used to enable many adults and children with profound deafness 
to regain functional hearing1, 2.  In many cases of profound deafness, the hair cells in the cochlea that normally convert 
sound into electrical signals have been severely damaged or completely destroyed.  This can occur because of congenital 
factors, or happen later in life through many causes such as disease or the use of some essential pharmaceuticals.  
Frequently, the conditions that damage the hair cells do not greatly affect the nerve of hearing - the cochlear nerve.  This 
enables the hearing of many profoundly deaf people to be partially restored by direct electrical stimulation of the 
cochlear nerve by a set of about 16 to 22 electrodes that are surgically implanted into the cochlea3.  This is achieved by a 
cochlear implant, which has three parts: the set of surgically implanted electrodes, an external speech processor that is 
used to encode a microphone signal into a set of appropriate electrode signals, and a radio link that transmits signals from 
the external speech processor to the internal electrodes. 
 
When cochlear implants were first introduced, candidates were considered only if they got no benefit from conventional 
hearing aids, which simply amplify sounds.  Cochlear implants, however, have now been shown to substantially improve 
the quality of life for people with some residual hearing4, 5.  Even though speech processed through a cochlear implant 
sounds unnatural, speech comprehension in quiet can be very good because of the redundancy in speech6.  But in poor 
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listening conditions, the speech comprehension of cochlear implant users is severely impaired, even at noise levels that 
do not greatly perturb listeners with normal hearing.  There is therefore a need to design better cochlear implant coding 
strategies to improve the naturalness of speech and speech comprehension.  Expectations have also increased and many 
cochlear implant users would like the opportunity to enjoy music, which is less redundant than speech.  To realize these 
expectations, cochlear implants must increase the amount of information that is represented by the spatio-temporal 
pattern of cochlear nerve discharges.   
 
1.1. The use of noise in cochlear implants 
 
The normal ear contains many sources of noise7, 8, which may be an essential part of normal auditory coding9-14.  We 
have previously proposed that Gaussian noise should be added to cochlear implant signals10, 15, 16.  We have shown in 
physiological and computational studies that the addition of noise can theoretically result in nerve activity that more 
closely resembles that evoked by acoustic stimulation10, 17, and, that the information transmitted by an array of nerve 
fibres can be enhanced by the addition of noise to a common input signal18.  We have also shown that multiplicative 
noise, which is also present in the normal auditory system7, 19, can theoretically enhance information transmission20, and 
it may be that the information transmission is optimized by some combination of additive and multiplicative noise.  
Besides theoretical studies, tentative evidence that noise may be part of normal coding comes from psychophysical 
experiments with cochlear implant users.  Noise is thought to increase frequency discrimination21 and to enhance the 
sensitivity to amplitude modulation22, 23.  Benham and Zeng24 have also shown that noise can reduce the minimum 
detectable level of a harmonic in a complex tone, although it is not clear whether this effect is based on temporal or 
loudness cues.   
 
The idea that noise can be useful is closely related to work on stochastic resonance, the phenomenon observed in some 
nonlinear systems where an increase in the input signal-to-noise ratio can lead to enhanced detection or information 
transmission. This effect, where noise can be beneficial, is now well established and has been demonstrated in many 
physiological experiments25-27.  Our recent studies have extended this work to consider the effect of noise on the global 
information transmitted by an ensemble of neurons15, 28.  Under these conditions, another form of stochastic resonance, 
termed suprathreshold stochastic resonance (SSR), can occur leading to a much improved information transfer. 
 
Given the arguments for restoring the naturally occurring noise in the deafened ear and the results from SR, we believe 
the case for the deliberate use of noise in cochlear implants is substantial.  Traditionally, however, noise is regarded as 
detrimental, and with good reason: if noise is added in an uncontrolled manner, it will almost certainly lead to worse 
performance10, 16, 29.  Only if partially independent stochastic activity can be achieved in each nerve fibre can mechanisms 
like SSR be effective.  One of our central goals is therefore to develop ways in which noise can be introduced to achieve 
statistical independence across nerve populations. This is the focus of this paper. 
 
1.2. High-rate pulse trains 
 
Complete independence is impossible to achieve with electrical stimulation given that the deafened ear typically contains 
about 10,000 nerve fibres30 and a typical cochlear implant contains up to about 22 electrodes3; it is therefore not possible 
to stimulate each remaining cochlear nerve fibre with a separate electrode.  For this reason use of a 5 kHz (“high-rate 
conditioner”) in addition to the speech signal has been proposed to induce a stochastic response31.  Based on a 
computational study, Rubinstein and Wilson31 claim that a 5-kHz conditioner does indeed lead to independent nerve 
activity.  Physiological experiments, however, have shown synchronization in response to sinusoidal stimulation up to at 
least 10 kHz32, 33 and the response to a 5-kHz conditioner would therefore also be expected to be synchronized.  This 
discrepancy between the computational and physiological results may be because the forward-recurrence time analysis 
used in the computational study was not powerful enough to detect the synchronization between the stimulus and the 
modelled response34.  The null hypothesis of the forward-recurrence test is that the discharges are independent: failure to 
reject the null hypothesis is therefore not proof of independence.  Johnson and Kiang (1976) have previously used the 
same method to investigate the independence of spontaneous discharges in the normal ear.  They simultaneously 
recorded from two cochlear nerve fibres for over 100 s, with a bin width of 0.1 ms, and were careful to note that their 
failure to reject the null hypothesis was merely consistent with the hypothesis of independence.  In the study by 
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Rubinstein et al., only 8 s of simulated data was used and the bin width was increased from 0.1 ms to 0.5 ms to get 
“useful recurrence-time histograms”.  With these changes, the resulting forward recurrence-time histogram was just 
within the set bounds so that the hypothesis of independence could not be rejected and the results have been taken to 
show a pseudospontaneous response35, 36.  These changes, however, would have substantially reduced the power of the 
statistical test, which may well have shown a lack of independence if a smaller bin size had been used – particularly 
given that the associated calculation of the vector strength was 0.2631, which is suggestive of synchronization.  It is 
therefore not clear that the use of a high-rate conditioner leads to a completely desynchronized response. 
 
Physiological evidence also suggests that the use of a high-rate conditioner might not fully exploit the remaining 
cochlear nerve fibres.  Litvak et al.37 recorded the response of cat cochlear nerve to a 5-kHz pulse train and found that 
46 % of fibres produced less than 5 spikes / s after the first 100 s of the stimulus, including 26 % that stopped firing 
altogether.  Also, 13 % of fibres had discharge rates greater than the maximum spontaneous rate found in normal 
hearing.  For those fibres that still responded after 100 s, 75 % did not have exponential interspike intervals following the 
refractory period.  The temporal response of the majority of cochlear nerve fibres was therefore unlike spontaneous 
activity in the normal ear38.  Therefore, although use of a high-rate conditioner may have benefits for cochlear 
implantation the responses are markedly different to those in the normal ear.  Moreover, the mechanisms involved are 
unclear and appear to be very dependant on the exact level of the stimulus31, 37.  
 
1.3. Stochastic beamforming 
 
As noted earlier, the direct stimulation of each electrode by independent Gaussian noise would not be expected to lead to 
independent noise at each nerve fibre.  Greater independence could be achieved by using a larger number of electrodes 
that are closer to the nerve fibres.  The number of electrodes, however, is limited by manufacturing constraints and the 
greater risk of further damage to the cochlea with longer or larger diameter electrode arrays39; animal experiments have 
shown that such damage may cause further degeneration of the cochlear nerve.  Similarly, electrode arrays that are closer 
to the nerve fibres are more likely to damage the cochlea.     
 
An alternative strategy is to present each electrode with a linear combination of independent Gaussian noise sources (Fig. 
1).  Because the normal and the deafened the cochlea is filled with conductive salt solutions, the current from an 
electrode spreads throughout the cochlea40, 41.  The noise currents from the electrodes therefore interact and the effective 
stimulus for each nerve fibre will be a different weighted sum of the noise sources.  To some extent therefore, the 
effective stimulus for a nerve fibre will be independent of the effective stimulus of neighbouring fibres and all the noise 
sources.  We refer to this approach as stochastic beamforming.  
 
This strategy is compatible with improved electrode designs. The strategy has similarities with beamforming where a 
spatial filter operates on the output of an array of microphones to enhance directional selectivity.  The approach also has 
similarities with the deconvolution method for reducing current spread proposed by Townshend and White42; in this 
deconvolution method, the matrix that maps electrode currents to excitation level at each point of neural excitation is 
determined and the inverted matrix can theoretically be used to get excitation at a single place.  The main difference is 
that the source signals for the stochastic beamforming are Gaussian processes rather than information-bearing signals and 
the effectiveness of the strategy will therefore be less sensitive to the matrix values. 
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Fig.1. The stochastic beamforming strategy.  Each of the j electrodes is stimulated by a noise waveform, Ej(t), that is a weighted 
sum of i independent Gaussian noise sources;  The weightings are governed by the matrix Γ.  Through current spread, each of 
the k fibres is stimulated by a different noise waveform Xk(t), which is the weighted sum of the electrode currents; the 
weightings are given by the structure matrix S, which characterizes the distances between the fibres and the electrodes and the 
degree of current spread. 
 
For a particular cochlear implant subject, the electrode position and the amount of current spread are fixed.  The 
fundamental objective is therefore to find the linear combination of noise sources that leads to the greatest independence 
between nerve discharges.  More specifically, with reference to Fig. 1, let S be the structure matrix that represents linear 
current spread such that the observed signals X (at specified spatial locations) are a linear combination of the electrode 
sources E given by: 
 
X=SE (1) 
The assumption that the spread of current is linear is supported by physiological measurements from the guinea pig 
cochlea43 and the success of lumped resistive-models of current spread44, 45. 
 
In turn let the electrode sources, E, be composed of a linear combination of independent noise sources, N, which are 
governed by the matrix, Γ, such that 
E = ΓN. (2) 
   
Hence the observed signals are given by  
 
X = SΓN. (3) 
 
We require that all elements of X are statistically independent.  This requires that the covariance matrix of X is diagonal. 
From Equation 3, the covariance matrix of X can be written as 
 
<XXT> = <SΓNNTΓTST>. (4) 
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Noting that < NNT> = σ2I, (because the noise sources are independent) where σ2 is the variance of the noise sources, this 
simplifies to: 
 
<XXT> = σ2SΓΓTST (5) 
 
We define a matrix U such that  
 
U = SΓ. (6) 
 
Equation 5 can then be re-written as 
 
<XXT> = σ2UUT. (7) 
 
If follows that the covariance matrix will be diagonal if the rows of U are independent (orthogonal), in which case UUT= 
k2I, and hence 
 
<XXT> = σ2k2I. (8) 
 
From Equation 6 the required linear combination of independent noise sources is therefore given by 
 
Γ = S-1U (9) 
 
The analysis shows that it is possible to get one independent point of excitation (one null) for each electrode.  The matrix 
U, however, is not unique and any set of orthogonal vectors can be used in its construction. The simplest matrix that 
diagonalises Equation 7 is the identity matrix. i.e. U=I, and hence, trivially, Γ =S-1.  This enables further constraints to 
be placed on U, such as power consumption by the speech processor or the distribution of spontaneous rate across the 
neural array is maximally flat. 
 
We have done a preliminary computational study on stochastic beamforming16.  In this study, independent noise was 
presented to each electrode but the noise waveforms did not satisfy Equation 9 and the strategy was therefore unlikely to 
have been optimal.  Nonetheless, we showed that some independence between the noise exciting different regions of the 
cochlea was theoretically possible.  Here we show that the trivial solution where the linear combination matrix is the 
inverse of the current spread matrix leads to much less correlated excitation compared with the direct additive strategy. 
2. CURRENT SPREAD MODEL 
In this preliminary study of stochastic beamforming, we evaluated the method using a simple model of electrical 
stimulation in which the attenuation of current with distance from an electrode was modelled by an exponential decay 
(with a space-constant of 3.6 dB/mm)46, 47.  For simplicity, we modelled the spiral structure of the scala tympani as an 
uncoiled cylinder and the array of nerve fibres was modelled as being in a plane orthogonal to the electrodes.  We took 
the length of the uncoiled cochlea to be 34 mm48 and the maximum electrode insertion depth from the round window to 
be 25 mm49.  Furthermore, to match the Clarion cochlear implant (Advanced Bionics Ltd), the 16 electrodes in the model 
were spaced 1 mm apart (from 10 to 25 mm from the round window).  In typical cochlear implant patients, each 
electrode is about 0.5 to 1 mm away from the nearest afferent cell body50, 51, which we have taken to be the region of 
initial excitation.  In this study, we have been conservative and taken the distance from each electrode to the nearest 
afferent cell body (the receptor) to be 1 mm. 
 
Two noise strategies were studied.  In the first strategy, each electrode was directly stimulated by an independent noise 
source and the noise intensity at each electrode was equal.  In the second strategy we used stochastic beamforming; given 
the geometry and current spread we calculated the current spread coefficients and then took the linear combination 
matrix to be the inverse of the current spread matrix, i.e. the trivial solution of Equation 9.  Again, the intensities of the 
independent noise sources were equal.  For the two strategies, a cross-correlation coefficient was used to measure the 
degree of independence between the effective stimulus at a reference position (the receptor closest to the central 
electrode in the array, i.e. electrode 8) and the effective stimulus at more distant receptors.  For each strategy, the outputs 
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of the independent Gaussian noise sources were calculated at 10-µs intervals for 2 seconds and the effective stimulus for 
each receptor was calculated using Equation 3.  
 
3. RESULTS 
With the direct additive noise strategy, the correlation between the effective stimulus at the central receptor and the 
effective stimulus at more distant receptors decreased gradually with distance (Fig. 2).  For a receptor 1 mm (one 
electrode spacing) away from the central receptor, the cross-correlation coefficient for the effective stimuli was 0.96, 
and, even for a receptor 7 mm away, the cross-correlation coefficient for the effective stimuli was 0.30.  In other words 
with direct additive noise, the correlation between the effective stimuli for two receptors was substantial even when the 
receptors were some distance apart.  With stochastic beamforming, the correlation between the effective stimulus at the 
central receptor and the effective stimulus at more distant receptors decreased more rapidly than with direct additive 
strategy and was 0 when the receptor was an integer multiple of the electrode spacing away from the reference receptor. 
For a receptor more than 1 mm from the central receptor, the absolute cross-correlation coefficient for the effective 
stimuli was always less than 0.17, and, when the separation between the receptors was over 3 mm, the cross-correlation 
coefficient was negligible. 
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Fig.2. Correlation between the noise at a reference fibre 17 mm from the round window and neighbouring fibres for two noise 
strategies: no stochastic beamforming or beamforming.  With no beaming (dashed line) each electrode was simply stimulated 
by an independent noise source.  With beamforming, (solid line) each electrode was stimulated by a linear sum of noise 
sources (Equation 2).  The square symbols show the positions of the electrodes within the cochlea. 
 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The simulations have demonstrated that, in principle, stochastic beamforming can be used to obtain less correlated 
stimulation of cochlear nerve fibres compared with a direct additive strategy.  Greater information transmission through 
suprathreshold stochastic resonance would therefore be expected from a cochlear implant using stochastic beamforming 
than from one using direct additive noise.  
 
Theoretically, the distance between the nulls is not constrained.  Stochastic beamforming could therefore be used with 
simultaneous stimulation of all electrodes with an information-bearing waveform; in which case it may be advantageous 
to spread out the nulls along the cochlea.  Potentially, this could optimize information transmission by maximizing the 
number of active fibres.  Alternatively, if only one electrode transmits an information-bearing waveform at any instant 
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and the signals on the electrodes are temporally interleaved, then it may be advantageous to have all the nulls in the 
region excited by the signal electrode; the region of nulls would then be steered to a new position each time the next 
electrode in sequence is stimulated.  Potentially, this could optimize information transmission by maximizing the number 
of independent fibres.  Further modeling is required to examine this trade off between the number of active fibres and 
their degree of independence. 
 
The practical effectiveness of the strategy will depend on details of the current spread matrix.  Because of anatomical 
difference between patients and various placements of the electrode array, the matrix will differ between patients.  We 
can use one of two approaches: we can try to obtain the current-spread matrix for individual subjects and require that we 
get exact nulls, or we can relax the requirement for complete independence and choose the linear combination 
parameters to satisfy a more lenient criterion for a range of current spreads that reflects patient variability; for example, 
the linear combination parameters can be chosen to minimize the maximum covariance of the effective receptor stimuli 
over different current-spread matrices, minimize the minimum covariance of effective receptor stimuli over different 
current-spread matrices, or minimize the variance of the covariance values.  We regard each of these options as a 
different stochastic beamforming strategy. 
 
To some extent, the simulation is a conservative estimate of the benefit of stochastic beamforming.  First, we have used a 
conservative distance of 1 mm between each electrode and the nearest fibre.  Also, even though the cochlear nerve fibres 
in the deafened ear are typically not spontaneously active52, the response of cochlear nerve to electrical stimulation still 
has some irregularity, as demonstrated by measures of relative spread53.  We have not taken the internal noise of each 
fibre into consideration and this noise would be expected to increase the independence of fibres for both strategies.  In 
the simulations, however, the linear combination matrix was based on exact knowledge of the current spread matrix.  In 
practice this matrix will have to be obtained from psychophysical experiments or measurements of the evoked compound 
action potential to electrical stimulation – a measurement that all modern cochlear implants can make.  These 
measurements will not be precise and we have yet to determine the sensitivity of the method to variability in the current 
spread measurements.  
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